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Executive Summary
A major source of nearshore pollution in San Diego is the erosion occurring in Sunset Cliffs
Natural Park (Park) due to uncontrolled urban runoff causing major loss of parkland and
creating nearshore pollution from the huge amounts of sediment and contaminants in the runoff
and the dirt. The highest priority for the SCNP Master Plan is to control this excessive runoff
and stop the extensive environmental damage to the Park and the large amount of nearshore
pollution, likely a violation of the Federal Clean Water Act. So much sediment is flowing into the
ocean, that many surfers believe the sediments are filling in and covering reefs and changing
the way that waves break. The key to controlling the urban runoff is identifying the constructed
features such as storm drains, roads, parking lots, and unplanned trails causing most of the
erosion. This report discusses two major sources of urban runoff whose major environmental
effects can be controlled: the Western Loop Road (Loop Road) and the Lower Parking Lot.
A comprehensive drainage system, now in the planning stages, will fully control, treat, and
properly discharge the runoff to Ocean Plan standards, thus eliminating the environmental
damage discussed in this report. However, due to the lengthy time it takes to design and build a
major capital project, it is important to look for interim runoff control projects that can be quickly
and inexpensively built, to control a significant amount of the damage and pollution.
The large December 2010, 5-day storm, a 5-10 year rainfall event, provided clear physical
evidence of the source and flow courses of the runoff and the damage they cause, identified
previously by the Sunset Cliffs Association in the Hillside Parki and with photographs and
diagrams in this report. As a result, it is possible to propose methods to control the most
damaging aspects of the runoff until the comprehensive drainage system is designed and built.
The Loop Road and the Lower Parking Lot, both concentrate runoff from drainage basins up
slope of them. Two major storm drains (an 18-inch pipe and a 24-inch pipe) empty onto the
Loop Road and contribute the majority of the runoff. During moderate to large rainfall events,
much of the runoff “ponds” and flows over the western edge of the road causing extensive
damage to parkland and cliffs above the southern areas of Garbage Beach. The Lower Parking
Lot concentrates upslope and impervious surface runoff that causes erosion and cliff loss above
northern areas of Garbage Beach. Runoff from both these sources is cutting across the Park‟s
proposed trail system, including ones designated ADA, primary, and secondary trails.
Runoff that doesn‟t run off the western edge of the Loop Road flows into a culvert and then into
a large, continuing erosion feature known as Culvert Canyon; the de facto storm drain for the
Park and major source of sediment. Engineering studies for the comprehensive drainage
system estimate a 10-year storm event can generate urban runoff flows of 50-cu ft/sec or over 1
million gallons for a 1-hour storm from the 39 acres drained. Due to the magnitude of Culvert
Canyon flows, it is not possible to control them with inexpensive interim measures.
Almost all of the erosion from these sources can be easily controlled NOW by installing simple,
inexpensive measures to direct the runoff to existing storm drains in the Park:
 Build or increase asphalt curb height on the Loop Road to a minimum of 6” to keep the
water on the road. Keeping flows on the road will incrementally increase the damage to
Culvert Canyon, but will protect parkland above Garbage Beach from further damage.
 Install asphalt curbs around the Lower Parking Lot and add a low berm to direct runoff to
the storm drain in the southwest corner of the lot. These measures will eliminate most of
the erosion and cliff failure occurring down slope of the parking lot.
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Report on Erosion and Mass Wasting Observed in Sunset Cliffs Natural Park
Rainfall during the current rainfall season that began in July 2010 is causing considerable
erosion and environmental damage to the Sunset Cliffs Natural Park (Park). Recent major
rainfall events have helped give a new and better understanding of urban runoff problems
identified previously by the Sunset Cliffs Association (SCA) in the Hillside Parki. This report
identifies the sources of the runoff, explains what is happening including clearly showing the
runoff sources and courses on maps, and documents both with photographs. The runoff with its
contaminants and massive amounts of sediments from this erosion have increased the turbidity
and sediment deposition in the nearshore waters adjacent to the Park (Figure 1), both of which
probably are in violation of the Federal Clean Water Act. Some say the deposition of these
sediments has filled in subtidal reefs and changed the way surf breaks off the Park.
Specifically, the large December 2010, 5-day storm, a 5-10 year rainfall event, provided clear
physical evidence of the source and flow courses of the runoff and the damage it causes. As a
result, it is possible to propose methods to control the most damaging aspects of the runoff until
the comprehensive drainage system is designed and built. The construction of curbs or berms
at select locations can control much of the environmental damage discussed in this report.
These simple measures should be implemented immediately.

Figure 1. Turbid nearshore waters adjacent to the Sunset Cliffs Natural Park December 22, 2010 visually
alerts the public to the contaminants and massive erosion from the Park. Turbid waters, due to erosion
from the Park, can be seen off the Park after every storm.
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1. December 2010 Storm
What prompted this study and report, was new erosion damage in the Park that was observed
after a major storm in December. A Wednesday, December 22nd San Diego Union Tribune
article by Robert Krier and Gary Robbins, characterized this storm as being a “massive
subtropical storm system that began bringing rain to California almost a week ago”, and it
delivered “its final and hardest blow to San Diego Wednesday, dropping more than 2 inches of
rain before passing into Nevada, Arizona and Utah.” (Figure 2 shows National Weather Service
Doppler Radar records for December 21, 2010 that show the size of this storm). With regards
to the frequency and duration of this type of storm, Krier and Robbins write: “The region hasn't
received this much rain, over this long a period, since early 2005, say forecasters. „This was
pretty rare for Southern California, which usually gets storm fronts that move through in 3 to 6
hours,‟ said Brandt Maxwell, a forecaster at the National Weather Service in Rancho Bernardo.
„We get these kind of events only once every 5 to 10 years.‟ ” Of particular note is that this type
of storm does occur every 5 to 10 years.

Figure 2. Doppler Radar record of the late December 2010 storm showing the storm's size.

Summary statistics by the National Weather Service for the period July 1, 2010 through January
3, 2011, indicate that above average rainfall occurred throughout southern California during
December.
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2. Erosion and Mass Wasting Sources and Examples
Recent erosion (damage to the land resulting from rapidly moving water that dislodges and
moves soil particles) and mass wasting (where the weight of soil is increased by water
saturation and the soil slumps or falls as blocks due to gravity) will be discussed and illustrated
with photographs for the Hillside Park (Figure 3). The runoff from the major December storm
caused new rill, gully and stream erosion features (see Figure 4 for a diagram illustrating these
terms), thereby enabling us to identify sources of erosion that were previously uncertain.
Significant examples of erosion are documented in this study, much of it from runoff from the
Western Loop Road (Loop Road) and drainage basins identified in the Hydrology and Hydraulic
Analysis Report prepared by Dudek for the Park Comprehensive Drainage System (Figure 5).
These runoff sources, the flow path, and resultant erosion will be identified below and discussed
in photos taken after the December storm.
The environmental damage noted below, can be controlled by constructing curbs along the
Loop Road. Many of these simple measures will only need to be taken until the comprehensive
drainage system, called for in the Park Master Plan and presently in planning and design, is
finished. By taking these measures now, much of the massive erosion within the Park and
pollution of the nearshore waters will be avoided.

Figure 3. Areas in the Hillside Park where erosion and mass wasting problems can be corrected, by
constructing curbs along the Western Loop Road. Features, both constructed and due to erosion,
associated with discharge from the 18” drainage pipe are shown with red dots and those with the 24”
drainage pipe with blue dots. The Lower Parking Lot‟s main features are shown in white.
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Geographic features discussed and referred to throughout the report, include from north to
south: Upper and Lower Parking Lots; the “Badlands” (as it is called in the Park Master Plan)
the large badly eroded area near the center of the Hillside Park that is mostly denuded of
vegetation; and “Culvert Canyon” where part of the northern wall recently collapsed. Culvert
Canyon is the major erosion feature and contributor to nearshore sediment pollution in the Park.
The Dudek Hydrology report estimates that it can be expected to receive up to 50 cubic feet per
second of runoff during a 10-year storm, like we had in December.

Figure 4. Standard erosion terminology used throughout this report and examples of where these
features can be found. Mass wasting, where canyon or cliff failure occurs due to undermining by runoff or
soil saturation is another process causing environmental damage in the Park in addition to the various
scales of erosion shown in the diagram.
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Distinct drainage basins defined by the topography can be identified in the Park. If the Park had
native vegetation in these drainage basins and no constructed features with impermeable
surfaces such as parking lots directing runoff toward the Park, most of the rainfall, even during
large events like the December storm, would soak into the ground where it fell and be released
slowly without causing significant erosion. Small steams and minor erosion features might
develop, but they would not be of the size presently found in the Park. The large erosion
features in the Park are the result of constructed features concentrating runoff from
impermeable surfaces into pipes or a road that discharges onto easily erodible parkland. As a
result, Sunset Cliffs Natural Park may be the largest source of sediment pollution due to erosion
in the nearshore waters of San Diego.

Figure 5. Hillside Park Drainage Basins identified in the Dudek Hydrology and hydraulics Report. The
red lines on this map delineate distinct runoff basins based on the topography. The circles with an
hourglass symbol inside note where the runoff discharges over the cliffs or into an adjacent drainage
basin. The discharge from drainage pipes flows into some of these drainage basins, significantly
increasing the runoff and the resultant erosion damage that occurs.
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2A. Sources of Erosion Along the Western Loop Road
The Loop Road receives runoff discharges from the drainage system of Point Loma Nazarene
University (PLNU), as well as runoff generated by the Loop Road itself, and Lomaland Drive that
runs through the PLNU campus. In particular, erosion damage can be associated with the
following sources of runoff, going from north to south:


18” pipe – Is a drainage pipe from PLNU that discharges on the slope above the Loop
Road, below the PLNU maintenance building. During moderate to heavy rains, runoff
from the 18” pipe, along with runoff already on the loop road, “ponds” to the west of
where the 18” line discharges to the Loop Road, before flowing over the road edge
where curbing is too low or is missing. This runoff can be identified by vegetation being
flattened and the presence of new erosion rills and gullies. This runoff is responsible for
erosion and mass wasting in the form of slumping just below the Loop Road, cutting
through existing trails, and causing erosion rill and gully formation, and mass wasting in
the Badlands. (See Figures 3 and 6.)



24” pipe – Is a PLNU drainage pipe that discharges onto the hillside about 500 feet
south of the maintenance building and then onto the Loop Road. This discharge
combines with runoff from other sources on the Loop Road and flows over the road edge
where the curbing is low. After the major December storm, the water “courses” this
runoff follows after it jumps the curbs were obvious as shown by vegetation being
flattened and the presence of newly formed erosion rills and gullies. These features
made it possible to link runoff to erosion rills along the sludge line trail and gullies that
carried runoff to the failure of the northern wall of Culvert Canyon due to mass wasting.
(See Figures 3, 18 and 20.)

The runoff from both the 18” and 24” drain pipes, and the Loop Road ends up flowing through
Culvert Canyon carrying sediments and other contaminants to the ocean. Culvert Canyon is the
narrow, deep (estimated to vary between 10 and 30 feet deep) erosion feature west of the Loop
Road that has been visible in aerial photographs for over three decades. The Dudek Hydrology
report estimates that it can be expected to receive up to 50 cubic feet per second of runoff
during a 10-year storm. Culvert Canyon is the major erosion feature in the Park and the source
for the vast majority of pollution and sediments (amounting to hundreds to thousands of pounds
each rain season) in the nearshore waters. People who have surfed the wave breaks off the
Park believe the vast amounts of sediments flowing into the nearshore waters have filled in
reefs and changed the surf breaks. Eliminating environmental damage due to runoff in Culvert
Canyon will require the measures planned in the Park comprehensive drainage system.
Erosion Caused by Discharges from the 18-Inch Pipe to the Western Loop Road
Runoff from the 18” pipe mostly stays on the road until the asphalt curb on the western side of
the road decreases from approximately 6-inches to a height of 3”. The few sand bags seen in
Figure 8, demarcate the location where there is no longer a curb on the western edge of the
road. As a result, the water flows off the Loop Road at various locations eroding the Park. A 6”
asphalt curb on the western edge should be put in place along the entire length of the Loop
Road. Potholes and cracks are also developing along the Loop Road. These should be
resealed to minimize seepage under the roadbed. When the Comprehensive Drainage System
Study has been completed and the comprehensive drainage system has been designed and
built, erosion damage from runoff discharged through the 18” and the 24” pipes to the Loop
Road should be eliminated, if the option for putting all discharges into pipes is implemented.
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Figure 6. Runoff and erosion features associated with the 18” PLNU drainage pipe that discharges onto
the Loop Road at the marked location. The large red dots show the location of features, and the small
dots and streamlines show where evidence of watercourses transporting runoff that ponds on the Loop
Road due to discharges from the 18” pipe can be seen after major rainfall events.

Figure 7. The 18” pipe discharges on this slope among the concrete rubble and dead Arundo plants.
Runoff from the 18” pipe mostly stays on the road until the asphalt curb on the western side of the road
decreases from approximately 6” in height to 3” and then is nonexistent.
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In the 2004/2005 rain season, the length of the road where runoff flowed off the road was much
longer. The asphalt curb was subsequently built up to 6” in some places, protecting parkland
that used to get eroded by the runoff. If this were done down the length of the Loop Road, it
would protect much of the parkland to the west of the Loop Road from erosion. This would not
solve the problem of erosion within Culvert Canyon, but at least the damage would be for the
most part limited to Culvert Canyon. Only implementation of the Comprehensive Drainage Plan
can solve the erosion problems within the Park.

Figure 8. The curb down slope from the 18" storm water discharge pipe is only about 3” high in places,
and ends at the sand bags. Runoff flows over the 3” curb and the area without a curb. It should be built
up to 6”. The runoff to this point does not include runoff from the PLNU 24” storm drain. The few sand
bags seen, demarcate the location where there is no longer a curb on the western edge of the road, but
the water flows off the road starting where the curb height is reduced to 3”. A consistent 6” high curb
placed along the western edge of the Loop Road would minimize water going off the road and onto
parkland. Potholes and cracks are developing along the loop road, and these should be resealed to
minimize seepage under the roadbed.
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Figure 9. The curb height changes from 6” to 3” allowing storm water to run off between the two Acacia
trees by the unpainted wood post, as well as, where the curb is missing, down slope from the sand bags.

Figure 10. Runoff from the 18” drain goes over the edge of the Loop Road where the curb is 3” or less in
height, and it then flows under the bushes and follows the “trail” down the hill, shown by laid down weeds.
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Figure 11A. This runoff course, due to the 18” pipe, is slightly further down the Loop Road than is the
one shown in Figure 10. The runoff caused the “trail” and the slump and erosion to the right.

Figure 11B. Close-up of the erosion/mass wasting/mud hole due to runoff from the Loop Road. Those
who use this trail to access surfing areas on an almost daily basis did not observe this damage to the
Park prior to the December 2010 storm.
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The runoff from the 18” pipe as it goes on down the hill is causing a significant collapse of a trail
that is planned to become part of the Park formal trail system.

Figure 12A. Runoff from the 18” pipe is undercutting this trail that is being considered as a secondary
trail for the Park, and has caused a significant collapse of the trail and the slope adjacent to it.

Figure 12B. Close up of erosion washing out the path. 6” curbs along the Loop Road could easily
eliminate the runoff causing this washout and allow this trail to be part of the permanent trail system.
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The runoff from the 18” pipe (Figures 13 & 14) continues down the slope, crosses the sludge
line where it formed a 4-6 inch deep erosion rill, and then continues westward where it has
started a new erosion gully on the northeast side of the badlands (Figure 15). This runoff is also
exacerbating existing erosion gullies down slope along the northern edge of the Badlands and
westward including extensive erosion between the Lower Parking Lot and the Badlands.

Figure 13. Runoff, mostly from the 18” drain pipe, crosses the sludge line trail, where it has cut this major
erosion rill that is 4-6 inches in depth as well as the minor ones, before running into the Badlands along
portions of the northern edge. From the Badlands, the runoff runs into Culvert Canyon where it is mixed
with flows from Drainage Basins M1 and M2 that can total up to 50 cubic feet per second for a 10-year
storm, like the December 2010 storm, before discharging over the cliffs to the ocean. A new erosion gully
was formed where the person is standing in the photograph. 6” curbs along the Loop Road could
eliminate the runoff causing erosion of the sludge line trail, based on preliminary designs for the Park
comprehensive drainage system and observations of their effectiveness when used along parts of the
Loop Road after the 2004-2005 rains. This should be done so the trail and sludge line will not require
costly repairs.
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Figure 14. This new erosion gully from runoff from the 18” drain coming off the Western Loop Road was
first noticed after the major December 2010 storm. The upper, southward running portions of this recently
formed gully should be filled in and stabilized to prevent it from enlarging.

Figure 15. Southern part of the new erosion gully formed by runoff from the 18” drain where it runs into
the Badlands. This runoff flows into Culvert Canyon and into the nearshore waters.
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Figure 16. Additional erosion caused by discharges from the 18” pipe along the northern edge of the
Badlands. 6” curbs on the Loop Road could easily control this erosion.

Figure 17. One of many sinkholes next to the trail in the Badlands that pose a clear danger to people
and pets, because they are over 10” in depth. These are caused by runoff from the 18” pipe.
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Figure 18. Further erosion on the western portion of the Badlands due to runoff from the 18” pipe. The
runoff joins the erosion gully in the bottom which joins the runoff from Culvert Canyon before it exits over
the cliffs. This damage to the park would not occur if curbs were added all along the Loop Road.

Figure 19. Runoff from both the 18” pipe and the Upper Parking Lot are likely responsible for this
massive loss of cliff.
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Erosion Caused by Discharges from the 24-Inch Pipe to the Western Loop Road
The 24” drainage pipe from PLNU discharges onto Park hillside above the Loop Road, about
500 feet south of the PLNU maintenance building. Even without rain, there is dry-weather flow
from this pipe, evidenced by a persistent pond on the slope. This discharge combines with
runoff from other sources on the Loop Road, including the 18” pipe, to create ponding on the
road. After the December 2010 storm, the water courses this runoff follows were obvious
(Figure 18), making it possible to link runoff to erosion rills along the sludge line trail to the
resulting failure of the northern wall of Culvert Canyon from mass wasting. Culvert Canyon is a
narrow and deep erosion feature west of the Loop Road (estimated 10 to 30 feet deep).

Figure 20. Erosion Caused by Discharges from the 24” Pipe to the Western Loop Road. For reference,
the Badlands are on the left, Culvert Canyon is the deep feature to the left of center, and the old ball field
is to the right. Runoff from the 24” pipe flows over the Loop Road curb and into the southeast corner of
the Badlands and Culvert Canyon at locations indicated by blue dots. Runoff across the Park roughly
follows the blue streamlines showing the linkage between erosion on the sludge line trail and the wall
collapse area in Culvert Canyon. During periods of high flow the runoff also flows over vegetated areas.

Figure 21. Erosion rills cause by runoff from the Loop Road, predominantly from the 24” pipe.
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22A

22B
Figure 22A & 22B. Low curbs transition to 6” high curbs where the ramp from the sludge line trail joins
the Loop Road (Figure 22A). The low curbs enable road runoff, made up in large part by discharges from
the 24” pipe, to flow down the transition trail (Figure 22B) and into Culvert Canyon where it contributes to
mass wasting on the northeast wall of Culvert Canyon as shown in the next figure. This major section of
the proposed Park trail system is being compromised by runoff from the 24” pipe.
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Figure 23. Culvert Canyon wall collapse where runoff from 24” pipe and other sources crosses the Loop
Road and continues down erosion gullies in Drainage Basin M1 until it reaches the north wall of Culvert
Canyon causing the wall to fail by the erosion process called mass wasting.
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Just north of the Arizona Crossing (the lighter colored concrete in Figure 22) runoff goes over
the curb and is undermining the Arizona Crossing (Figures 23A and 23B) and is exacerbating
erosion in the area of the concrete swale. This will cause the failure of the Arizona Crossing if it
is not attended to. The runoff from the Loop Road to the Arizona Crossing goes into a concrete
swale, which then empties onto riprap, and then onto unprotected parkland. Culvert Canyon is
an unnatural feature created by runoff from the Loop Road and is the largest drainage/erosion
feature in the Park. Most of the contaminants and sediments seen in Figure 1 are carried to the
nearshore waters through Culvert Canyon, making this a highly significant source of marine
pollution.

Figure 24. Due to low curb height at the northern edge of the Loop Road Arizona Crossing, runoff during
moderate to high flow periods tends to flow around the northern edge of the Arizona Crossing apron and
undermine it. The black Acacia branches cover the point where the runoff goes off the road.
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Figure 25A. Undermining of the Loop Road Arizona Crossing by runoff that flows over the western curb
(primarily from the 24” pipe). An adequate height curb could eliminate this maintenance problem.

Figure 25B. Close up of the undermining of the Loop Road Arizona Crossing. Most of the water causing
this damage is from the 24” drain.
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2B. Erosion and Cliff Failure Associated With Runoff From the Lower Parking Lot
Due to improper grading of the Lower Parking lot, little, if any of the rain and runoff that falls
onto or goes into the parking lot from the hillside above it, leaves it through the existing storm
drain in the southwest corner of the lot. As a consequence of improper grading, major erosion
problems can be found down slope of outlets at both the southwest and northwest corners of
the lot.
Besides the runoff the impervious surface of the Lower Parking Lot generates, it also receives
runoff from Drainage Basins G and I, and perhaps from the Upper Parking Lot during peak
rainfall periods (see Figure 5). The sum total of all runoff sources needs to be taken into
account when designing short and long term fixes for erosion and cliff failure problems
associated with the Lower Parking Lot. Runoff reaching the Lower Parking Lot should be
directed to the storm drain at the southwest corner of the lot, and not allowed to run over the cliff
as it now does.

Figure 26. Pathways runoff follows (shown in yellow) before runoff enters and after it leaves the Lower
Parking Lot. Very little parking lot runoff passes through the existing Lower Parking Lot drainage system
(in the southwest corner). This drain should carry the runoff to the discharge and the Gunite swale, seen
as a light colored feature running across the bowl shaped area in the center of the picture.
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Erosion and Cliff Failure Due to Runoff from the South 1/3 of the Lower Parking Lot
The un-vegetated slope below the Lomaland rental property, part of Drainage Basin I, appears
to be a source of runoff, due to the lack of vegetation that would otherwise help absorb
rainwater. It appears that pedestrian traffic has been responsible for denuding the loosely
consolidated sandstone (Cabrillo Formation) that occurs in this area. Efforts to reduce runoff
coming from this area will need to consider reducing pedestrian traffic and revegetation with
native plants.

Figure 27. Area of Park where pedestrian traffic appears to have denuded the hillside (see A, B and C).
Without a good cover of native plants, rainfall doesn‟t sink into the ground resulting in runoff generation
that is causing erosion down slope, just before the runoff enters the Lower Parking Lot (see D).

Runoff from Drainage Basin I flows into the Lower Parking Lot along the south side. About midway down the south side of the lot, the runoff leaves the lot creating an erosion rill. The runoff
does not enter the parking lot storm drain inlet in the southwest corner of the Lower Parking Lot,
because the southern side of the parking lot lacks curbing that would keep runoff on the lot until
it entered the storm drain inlet. The Master Plan calls for reconstruction of the Lower Parking
Lot so it drains properly into whatever drainage system is finally built.
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Figure 28. The south side of the Lower Parking Lot, showing both the storm drain inlet and an erosion
gully to the south of the storm drain inlet. Clearly, runoff from Drainage Basin I flows along the south side
of the lot, causing rill and gully erosion before it discharges over the cliff (Figure 24).

The storm drain in the southwest corner of the lower parking lot is part of an old storm drain
system. It was supposed to collect Lower Park Lot runoff through the grated inlet and then
channel this runoff through an underground pipe that discharges into a Gunite swale that carries
the runoff approximately to the center of Garbage Beach. Lack of berms or curbs on the edge
of the parking lot, has resulted in very little water going into this storm drain. As a result, runoff
flows onto native soil, causing erosion gullies that bypass the drain inlet. Installation of these
simple fixes on the south and west side of the Lower Parking Lot would allow the existing storm
drain system to function as designed. This simple repair would prevent runoff from causing the
massive erosion to the terrace and cliff below (see Figures 31, 32 & 33).

A

B

Figure 29A & B. Runoff gully from the southwest corner of the Lower Parking Lot leading an inlet on the
bluff above the Gunite swale. The inlet and swale are higher than the erosion gullies cut around them,
therefore the runoff continues to bypass the drainage system and is undermining the Gunite drainage
swale. These maintenance problems should be addressed before the system is irreparably damaged.
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Figure 30. Runoff from the southwest corner of the Lower Parking Lot, that has bypassed the storm
drain, mostly follows this trail that runs southwest. This trail is planned as ADA. If the runoff is not
abated, a raised walkway will need to be installed to provide an adequate surface for an accessible path.

Figure 31. Bluff erosion caused mainly by runoff from the southwest corner of the Lower Parking Lot.
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Figure 32. Bluff erosion caused mainly by runoff from the southwest corner of the Lower Parking Lot.

Figure 33. Bluff erosion caused mainly by runoff from the southwest corner of the Lower Parking Lot.
This erosion and that shown in the previous figures could be eliminated by putting curbs and berms in the
southwest portion of the Lower Parking Lot.
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Erosion and Cliff Failure Problems Associated with Runoff from the Northern 2/3 of the
Lower Parking Lot
Runoff from Drainage Basins G and H drains onto the northern two thirds of the Lower Parking
Lot, and along with runoff generated by the impervious surface of the Lower Parking Lot, exits at
the northwest corner of the lot. None of this water runs to the drain in the southwest corner due
to improper grading of the parking lot. Instead the runoff drains through the Eucalyptus grove
that is northwest of the Lower Parking Lot and down an erosion gully before going over the cliffs
at the north end of Garbage Beach to a site that is very prone to cliff failure.

Figure 34. Runoff exiting the northwest corner of the Lower Parking Lot.
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Figure 35. Erosion gully that receives runoff from the northwest corner of the Lower Parking Lot after it
has run through the Eucalyptus grove (Figure 32).

Figure 36. Runoff discharge from the NW corner of the Lower Parking Lot occurs all along this cliff above
Garbage Beach. This dangerous cliff loss could be eliminated by diverting as much runoff as possible in
the northern portion of the parking lot to the drain inlet in the southwest corner. Wattles and trail bars in
the Eucalyptus grove should be used to build soil, and slow and spread the runoff so it isn‟t concentrated
in one watercourse as it is now.
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Figure 37. Northern end of Garbage Beach where runoff from the northwest corner of the Lower Parking
Lot discharges over the cliff. Cliff block falls in this area pose a clear danger to beach users below as
illustrated by these two photos taken 2 weeks apart.
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Summary and Recommendations
This report has provided numerous examples, documented by photos, of the on-going erosion
damage occurring in SCNP. Contaminants and hundreds to thousands of pounds of sediment
washed into the nearshore waters are a major source of pollution in San Diego. Much of this
ongoing, significant pollution and damage to the Park could be eliminated by placing simple,
cost effective measures, such as asphalt curbs and berms in the locations shown in Figure 36B.
The comprehensive drainage system, now in planning, will eliminate the runoff these measures
will control, but due to budget constraints it will not be possible to implement this plan for years.
The Western Loop Road presently acts as an above ground storm drain channeling runoff from
the road, and the 18” and 24” drains from Point Loma Nazarene University. These pipes carry
runoff from approximately half the campus. By raising the curb along the west side of the Loop
Road to a minimum of 6” in height, the runoff will stay on the road and go into Culvert Canyon.
This will not eliminate the erosion occurring within Culvert Canyon and the bluff, but at least the
damage to the park will be limited to this feature. Presently multiple areas within Drainage
Basins K, L, and M1 are suffering massive erosion that could be corrected by putting in a curb.

Figures 38 A and B. Figure A shows the drainage basins and areas of the Park where erosion damage
due to runoff from the Lower Parking Lot and the Loop Road is occurring. Figure B shows where simple
measures, such as building asphalt curbs and berms, can be placed to control runoff that will eliminate or
reduced substantially the erosion caused by this runoff.

Runoff from the Lower Parking Lot is creating massive erosion features on the cliffs in Drainage
Basins G, H, I, and parts of J. There is a storm drain in the southwest corner of the Lower
Parking Lot, but due to lack of curbs and a low berm, almost no runoff enters the storm drain,
flowing around it and taking various paths to flow over the cliffs causing massive erosion and
dangerous conditions for people on Garbage Beach (bluff collapse).
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Figure 39. Shows preliminary Park Trails and the locations of erosion that will affect the Park Trails. The
red numbers refer to Figures that discuss and show the erosion problems. The effects of erosion need to
be considered in trail design and engineering.

If the simple measures discussed above are not implemented, the Park Trail system will
continue to be negatively impacted. In order to spend the Coastal Conservancy and private
grant funds for trails in the Hillside Park wisely, a relatively small investment needs to be made
now to prevent further damage due to uncontrolled runoff.
1

SCA Drainage Conditions and Recommendations Report for the SCNP. March 22, 2007. 45 pages
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